
The urgent challenge to protect our common home includes a concern to bring the

whole human family together to seek a sustainable and integral development,

for we know that things can change. The Creator does not abandon us; he never

forsakes his loving plan or repents of having created us. Humanity still has

the ability to work together in building our common home.

pope francis, laudato si', 13
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the dicastery for promoting Integral Human development, at the

invitation of pope francis, is launching the laudato si' platform for

action, a multi-year program that seeks to engage the entire

catholic world in a process of ecological conversion,

accordingto the spirit of laudato si' and integral ecology.

the Executive council of the Usg, aware of the importance

and urgency of the issue, expressed its support for this

initiative during its meeting on 22 february 2021, and encour-

ages all USG member congregations to join forces, in a

coordinated manner, in the face of this important challenge.



the Usg-UIsg JpIc commission is a special partner of the dicastery and has been given the man-

date to animate religious congregations to consider embarking on this journey. In particular, the

JpIc commission is promoting the following initiatives:

Present the initiative to religious congregations: 
a slide presentation is available in five languages, accompanied by a text document

that explains all the steps. It can be used to animate communities, provinces and

entire Institutes.the commission also invites you to collaborate in translating

the material into other languages so that it may be accessible to every religious

community in the world. We invite you to view it by downloading it from our website

https://www.jpicroma.org/laudato-si

Sharing their journey: many communities and congregations are already active

on the ecological conversion front. sharing their experiences, materials and working

tools is of great help to those who are still looking for ways to organize themselves.

One tool that the JpIc commission is using to collect and share these resources

is the site  https://www.sowinghopefortheplanet.org/.
the global catholic climate movement, on behalf of the dicastery, is developing an

ad hoc digital platform that will be launched on may 24 to accompany the initiative.

It will be an additional tool for sharing and collaboration.

Propose a shared process: as congregations enter the laudato si' action platform,

they will find themselves at different points along the way. some have already begun

a few years ago; others may be starting right now. there are small local Institutes and

large international Institutes. It is natural that experiencing such different situations

and challenges they tend to focus on different themes and choose different ap-

proaches; and having different charisms their practices can vary greatly. all this can

lead religious communities and congregations to develop their own goals and plans.

Whatever their approaches and practices, there is one level at which they can all come

together, which is that of a simple common process. the proposal of the JpIc com-

mission explains this process that helps us create communion and synergy, while re-

specting the autonomy and discernment of each congregation. We invite you to read

it and consider the possibility of participating in this process.
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This too is a season for undertaking prophetic actions.

Many young people all over the world are making their voices heard and calling for

courageous decisions. They feel let down by too many unfulfilled promises, by commitments

made and then ignored for selfish interests or out of expediency. The young remind us

that the earth is not a possession to be squandered, but an inheritance to be handed down.

They remind us that hope for tomorrow is not a noble sentiment, but a task calling for

concrete actions here and now. We owe them real answers, not empty words,

actions not illusions.

pope francis, september 1, 2019


